AP Art & Design
2020-21 Summer Assignment
Ms. Dunn – margot.dunn@apsva.us
Hello, artists! Welcome to AP Art and Design. At this stage of your creative
journey you have successfully completed Art 1, Art 2, and Art 3, and are ready to
continue to challenge yourself in a rigorous environment. This college level
course is tailored for the motivated, organized, independent, and technically
skilled artist. The course presents students with a valuable opportunity to curate
a unique body of artwork, while cultivating meaningful connections with their
fellow artists.
Why take AP Art?
•
•
•
•
•
•

You’re passionate about all-things art
You’re ready to challenge yourself with a heftier workload
You’re ready to exercise creative independence as you practice,
experiment, and revise your ideas and techniques
You’re ready to hone your ability to clearly communicate your ideas
and emotions through specific creative decisions
You’re ready to investigate materials, processes, and ideas that
various artists use
You’re willing to make thoughtful connections with your peers

Materials Needed:
•
•
•

A sketchbook at least 9”x12”
Drawing paper, canvas, or other sturdy surfaces for artwork
Drawing pencils, paint, any other materials you wish to incorporate
The Summer Assignment

These assignments provide you with an opportunity to conceptualize artwork that
comes from your unique aesthetic, vision, and technique and to begin
brainstorming potential topics for your Sustained Investigation section of the AP
portfolio. The assignments should be thoughtfully planned and executed, as they
can potentially be incorporated in your AP Art and Design portfolio.
All the assignments are mandatory and will be due the first Friday of the 202021 school year. Grades from all of the assignments will be factored into the 1st
quarter grade.
1.)
Read Tracy Chevalier’s novel, Girl with a Pearl Earring
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•
•
•

•
•
•

Carefully read the discussion questions below
Highlight poignant passages and take notes as you read
After reading the book, answer the discussion questions. To receive
full credit, your responses must be accompanied by concrete
evidence from the book with specific page numbers
Your responses may be written or typed
Affix your responses into your sketchbook
Be prepared to engage in group discussion about the book in
September

Discussion Questions:
A.) Do you think Griet was typical of other girls her age? What specific
ways did she differ? Do you find her compassionate or selfish? Giving
or judgmental?
B.) In many ways, the primary relationship in this novel appears to be
between Griet and Vermeer. Do you think this is true? How do you
feel about Vermeer’s relationship with his wife? How does that come
into play?
C.) Peering into 17th century Delft shows a small, self-sufficient city.
Where do you think the many-pointed star at the city’s center pointed
toward? What was happening elsewhere at that time?
D.) Discuss the ways religion affected Griet’s relationship with Vermeer.
How did religion affect Griet’s relationship with Vermeer’s wife and
Maria Thins?
E.) Maria Thins clearly understood Vermeer’s art more than his wife. Why
do you think this was the case? Do you think she shared Griet’s
talents?
F.) Do you think Griet made the right choice when she married the
butcher’s son? Did she have any other options?
G.) How is Delft different or similar to your own town or city? Are the social
structures comparable?
H.) Though Girl with the Pearl Earring appears to be about one man and
one woman, there are several relationships at play. Which relationship
is the most difficult? Which relationship is the most promising?
I.) Why does Vermeer insist that Griet wear both earrings? What does it
say about him?
J.) At the end of the novel, Griet has to make a choice from amongst
several possibilities. Why does she choose what she does? Do you
think she made the right choice?
https://www.readinggroupguides.com/reviews/girl-with-a-pearl-earring/guide
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/3308/
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Amazon.com – $9.99
2.)
Create 2 works of art
• Subject, medium, and dimensions will be decided by you
• Detailed brainstorming, which should include written notes and
preliminary sketches, must accompany each piece of artwork
§ Brainstorming for each project should be comprised of at
least 2 sketchbook pages
§ Where will you extract inspiration – articles, literature, film,
music, nature, visual artists, personal experiences?
Document in detail
§ What is the message, emotion, and overall tone you wish to
convey to the viewer? How can you best depict your
sentiment through specific artistic decisions?
§ How can I manipulate the Elements of Art and Principles of
Design using a variety of mediums and techniques to create
a thoughtful and unique composition? Experiment with
different mediums and techniques
§ Explore multiple compositions/iterations of your subject and
background through a series of thumbnail sketches
• The two works of art do not need to share a theme
3.)
Write artist statements for each of your artworks. Statements can be handwritten
or typed, and both of your statements should be affixed inside your sketchbook.
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Your artist statements should answer the following questions:

4.)
We will discuss the course requirements, in-depth, in September, but I would like
you to begin to familiarize yourself with the portfolio’s requirements now.
Carefully read and take notes on the specific requirements of the Sustained
Investigation and Selected Works section of the portfolio in your sketchbook.
Record any questions you may have.
Directions for those taking AP Art and Design for a second time and completing
the AP Drawing portfolio:
The AP Drawing portfolio’s format and grading weights are identical to the AP 2D
and Design portfolio. Please carefully read the required drawing skills that must
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be evident within your portfolio. Record these notes and any questions you may
have in your sketchbook.

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/pdf/ap-art-and-design-portfoliorequirements-2019-20.pdf
5.)
Begin brainstorming potential topics for you Sustained Investigation. Take your
time to reflect and record all your thoughts and ideas. Remember, you will be
responsible for creating a body of work that cleverly depicts this theme for the
whole school year. You should feel passionate about the topic!
Your brainstorming can be written, sketched, or both! We will use this
brainstorming in September and begin to narrow down one, concise topic.
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